BLOCKDOS SSL CERTIFICATES: PRODUCT BRIEF

SSL Certificates
Complete suite of SSL Certificates to Protect Your Websites

Organizations today require comprehensive security for their websites in an effort to build trust
with their users and to secure their online transactions. Hackers are in a constant progression to
develop more and more sophisticated methodologies to bypass website security and cause
damage on an organization or its clients. Responsible business owners make sure they have
necessary protections in place not just only to secure their websites but also to gain trust from their
customers. SSL provides the first line of defense against cyber-criminals attempting to intercept
communications. The building blocks of trusted network communication are Secure Socket Link
(SSL) certificates, an encryption technology installed on web servers that allows transmission of
all data through an encrypted connection. Using a public key infrastructure (PKI), SSL certificates
authenticate the website and the endpoint server, making it extremely difficult for them to be forged
or imitated.
Quick SSL - Domain Validation (DV)
QuickSSL is one of the most popular and inexpensive SSL certificates
on the market. This hassle-free cert is an ideal entry-level solution – a
perfect choice for websites such as blogs and personal pages that
don't transact large amounts of user info. In most cases, the
certificate can be issued in 15 minutes or less. Like all low-cost SSL
solutions from Blockdos, PositiveSSL brings encryption, validation,
and trustworthiness to your site. It comes with $10,000 warranty, key
length from 2048 and encryption up to 256-bit.
Pro SSL - Organization Validation (OV)
ProSSL is an affordable professional-level certificate. It verifies the
company behind the website as well as domain name and carries a
$50,000 warranty. This full business-validated certificate provides
improved credibility and consumer trust. Each ProSSL Certificate
comes with a FREE Corner of TrustLogo and can be issued within two
business days.
Premium SSL - Extended Validation (EV)
Get the green bar! Our PremiumSSL EV SSL certificate will increase
your sales by showing your customers a visible secure sign, the green
browser address bar. The green bar, exclusive to EV SSL certificates,
assures your site visitors that they are transacting business on a
highly secured, trustworthy domain. PremiumSSL provides full
business validation and can take up to 10 business days to issue.

Benefits to your Business
 Additional security layer
on top of your website
 Improve website ranking
in Google and other search
engines
 Validate your business
through OV SSL certificate
 Gain visitor trust by
displaying Trust Seal with
SSL

 Increase buyer approval
through padlock in address
bar by using EV SSL

Technical Benefits
 Get strongest encryption
through SHA-2 & 2048-bit
encryption
 Avoid browser warnings
for non-SSL websites
 Protect multiple websites
by Multi-domain SAN SSL

 Protect all subdomains by
Wildcard SSL certificate
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BlockDoS is a leading Canadian organization, established in 2005 as the most Secured Dedicated Hosting and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
Mitigation Service provider. We guarantee 99.9% uptime SLA on Enterprise Protection solution. Once your website is secured by BlockDoS, all the traffic
will be routed through our global network of high-powered servers that inspect all incoming traffic, keeping hackers out while accelerating your traffic.
BlockDoS delivers state of the art IT security solutions and excellence in business performance by ensuring a high level of security of the IT services;
delivering a cost effective and sustained level of security that is aligned with needs of our clients; and developing and maintaining high levels of
confidentiality, integrity and availability.
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